Growth in research collaboration has caused an increased need for sharing of data. However, when this data is private, there is also an increased need for maintaining security and privacy. Secure multi-party computation enables any function to be securely evaluated over private data without revealing any unintended data. A number of tools and compilers have been recently developed to support evaluation of various functionalities over private data. PICCO is one of such compilers that transforms a general-purpose user program into its secure distributed implementation. Here we assess performance of common statistical programs using PICCO. Specifically, we focus on chi-squared and standard deviation computations and optimize user programs for them to assess performance that an informed user might expect from securely evaluating these functions using a general-purpose compiler.
Introduction
Research collaboration among universities continues to increase in prevalence and importance [1] . As collaboration grows, so does the need to share data. However, in certain instances this data can be sensitive. One such domain is institutional research in which comparative data measures are used for internal institutional assessment as well as by larger accrediting agencies. The interest in such data assessments is evidenced by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) [2] .
In fall 2014, over 150,000 first-time, full-time students from 227 different colleges and universities across the United States participated in the CIRP Freshman Survey. This collaborative administration of a survey provided data to each college and university on how they compare nationally [2] . This demonstrates the interest of universities in having such data available for analysis, but there are limitations. Student grades and other sensitive student data, aggregate figures which risk identifying small groups of single students, and other such factors often inhibit the ability to freely share data between interested institutions.
Another domain in which sensitive data sharing continues to grow is healthcare [3] . It is often beneficial to have more patient data available for medical research, but there is significant need to protect the sensitive patient data. In such environments, data analysis requires multiple parties to share private data for computations without allowing any other party involved to obtain the input data.
Secure multi-party computation or secure computation outsourcing can provide a solution for such data protection in these circumstances. Such techniques protect privacy of data throughout the computation and do not reveal any information about private inputs to any party besides the agreed-upon output. In recent years, a number of compilers and tools have emerged that enable a user program that handles sensitive data to be compiled into its equivalent implementation that provably protects private data throughout the computation. Of a particular interest to us is the PICCO compiler [4] that transforms a program written in an extension of C with variables to be protected marked as private into its secure distributed implementation. We thus utilize PICCO for producing secure implementations of statistical computations as a solution for preserving privacy of sensitive data in collaborative research.
The goal of this work is to experiment with PICCO to assess what performance one might expect from secure implementations of statistical programs produced using a general-purpose compiler. In particular, we focus on standard deviation and chi-squared computations. We utilize optimization features available in PICCO and weigh the cost of different operations in the secure computation framework to determine what performance an informed user might expect from secure realizations of statistical functions.
Preliminaries
We first proceed with describing two statistical tests evaluated in this work in a secure computation setting and describe the tools for securely evaluating the functions.
Statistical tests
Standard deviation is a commonly used statistical measure to describe how spread out the data is in a data set. The standard deviation can be obtained by taking the square root of the variance, or more generally, the square root of the average of squared differences from the mean of the data. Thus, for a data set (x 1 , . . . , x N ) consisting of N data points the standard deviation is
with µ being the mean of the data set. Chi-squared tests are a popular statistical measure used to test whether the observed frequencies are significantly different than the expected frequencies in any of the data categories. In particular, let the overall data population be divided into n categories according to one variable and into m categories according to another variable. This gives rise to a matrix representation of the data with the value at location i, j corresponding to the number of instances among the population taking the ith value of the first variable and the jth value of the second variable. Then the chi-squared value is obtained by first computing the sum over all of the cells of the squared difference between observed and expected values divided by the expected value. That is, this sum can be written as:
with O i,j and E i,j being the observed and expected values respectively. This sum combined with the number of degrees of freedom gives the chi-squared value for the data set. Given the number of rows, n, and columns, m, the number of degrees of freedom is given by:
Secure computation
PICCO [4] is one of the available compilers for converting a user program which is intended to handle private data into its secure distributed implementation. It uses threshold linear secret sharing as the underlying mechanism for realizing secure computation or outsourcing. All participants are divided into three groups: input, computational, and output parties. Each input party secretshares its input data among the computational parties, the computational parties securely carry out the computation on secret shared data, and the output is reconstructed by each output parties entitled to learn the result after receiving the shares of the result from the computational parties. There are no requirements on how these groups are composed with the exception that the number of computational parties needs to be three or larger and security relies on the assumption that a majority of the computational parties is honest. Because secure computation is based in secret sharing, secret shares have a similar bitlength to that of the clear text data and local operations are considered to be free because of their efficiency. Complexity is then measured in the number of interactive operations and the number of rounds (sequential interactive operations). All arithmetic associated with private values takes place in a field. Addition and subtraction of secret-shared integers, as well as multiplication of a secret shared integer by a known integer are free, while multiplication of two secret shared integers requires a single interaction and is considered as the basic building block. The complier provides support for many integer and floating-point operations on private values and many other features of a general-purpose language. The compiler also provides multiple mechanisms for parallelizing the computation to improve the round complexity of securely executing a program, which often leads to improved performance.
When PICCO is used to execute non-trivial user programs, informed users can rely on several features and aspects of the compiler to make their programs run more efficiently. In addition to the parallelization mechanisms mentioned above, Some of these methods include minimizing the use of expensive operations, restructuring the program to result in improved performance, and declaring variable that hold private data to be of the minimum necessary bitlength. We use these techniques to optimize two programs which feature statistical computations often utilized by institutional research groups and other potential research collaborators.
Secure Computation of Statistical Tests
Here we briefly describe how each of the two programs was designed.
Standard deviation
In our setting, the input data set comes from multiple parties and is privately read into an array for analysis. Because the amount of data can be quite large in practice, efficiency in processing is desirable. To achieve this, we implement the program to avoid costly operations when possible. In particular, we execute operations in parallel when possible, replace floating-point operations with integer operations, and minimize the number of divisions (which have a much higher cost than any other integer operations).
In our implementation, the overall data set is partitioned between different input sources. Thus, N in equation 1 is the sum of the individual data set sizes. The number of input parties can also vary and therefore the program begins by receiving the number of input parties and the size of the input data corresponding to each party, after which the data is read into a private array. Our program itself can be found in Appendix A.1.
The computation then proceeds by determining the mean as the sum of all data items divided by the total number of data entries. Note that we use integer division and it is assumed that an integer mean value will provide enough precision as the data items are integers themselves. For each data item x i we consequently compute (x i − avg) 2 in parallel, add the computed values and divide the sum by the total number of data entries. Finally, we want to compute the square root of this value to obtain the standard deviation of the data set. Note that in certain cases the square root computation can be avoided (e.g., when the standard deviation is always compared to another value or when directly the squared standard deviation is used), but for the purposes of this work we perform the overall computation.
The most interesting and non-trivial component of the standard deviation computation is the square root operation. Let the square root operation take integer a as the input and output b as an approximation for √ a. We implement this function to utilize the better performance of integer over floating-point arithmetic as much as possible. As such, one parameter is the desired precision level prec, which will result in computing prec decimal points of the output. In that operation, we first multiply the input value by 100 prec so that we will have the desired number of digits after taking the square root. Next, we follow the Newton-Raphson method of iterations using the following formula for the kth iteration:
To reduce the number of divisions required, we used an equivalent rewriting of the formula as:
Ordinarily, one would check the magnitude of error by computing |a − b 2 k |, but having this as a loop conditional in our setting would result in privacy leakage. If a computational party knows how many times the program looped before obtaining the desired error threshold, it can narrow down the possible value of the square root. Instead, we must rely on the bounded error rate of the Newton-Raphson method to know we have obtained our desired error rate without doing an unnecessarily large number of iterations. To find the bound on the error at each iteration, we have that the error, ǫ, at the kth step is ǫ k = |a − b 2 k |. To this point we have only used integers in the square root computation. The final step involves converting our integer result to a floating point result by dividing once by 10 prec , offsetting our original multiplication by 100 prec prior to finding the square root. Thus, we have obtained the standard deviation to output to the appropriate parties.
Chi-squared
In the chi-squared test, the input consists of a private matrix of size n × m. We assume that each input party contributes a single row of the matrix and all input parties contribute data (population counts) corresponding to the same categories. All elements of the matrix including the sample size at each input party are considered private. (Note that in some applications the sample size contributed by each party is treated as public knowledge, in which case the secure computation can be carried out more efficiently. We, however, treat the general case when the population size at each contributing party remains private.)
Our program commences by reading the number of input parties n and the number of data categories m to be drawn from each input source, after which the data is read from the input parties in the secret-shared form. We next iterate through the elements of the matrix to compute the sum of the elements in each row, in each column, and the overall sum of all elements of the matrix.
Most of the work comes from iterating over each cell and computing its chi-squared contribution. This is where we can significantly improve program execution time compared to the baseline version by optimizing the code. In particular, the formula used for computing the chi-squared contribution for each cell in an n × m data set is
, where x i , j is the value stored at the ith row and j column of the data matrix. Because we know the row, column, and overall sums, the above formula can be rewritten as
where s r , s c , and s o denote the row, column, and the overall sum, respectively. With preference given to integer computations over floating point due to cost, this would lead us to 1 integer multiplication followed by 4 floating-point operations (2 divisions, 1 multiplication, and 1 subtraction). However, we can express the formula as
in order to reduce the number of floating point-operations as well as the number of divisions. This leaves us with only one floating-point operation to perform per cell. All of X i,j 's can be computed in batch, since cell computations are independent in this step. Next, we need to sum these cell contributions which we achieve through utilizing batch operations again. While there are techniques for performing any number of integer additions in a constant number of rounds, these techniques do not generalize to floating-point additions. Thus, we perform batch additions in pairs in a tree-like fashion with the number of sequential additions equal to log 2 (n · m). This sum is the desired chi-squared statistic and is output to the appropriate parties. Our program can be found in Appendix A.2.
Performance Evaluation
Here we present the timing results of running the two sample programs. These timings were obtained by running each program fifteen times for shorter executions and five times for larger executions. These results were then averaged to get the timings presented in the tables. All experiments were run by three computational parties, which are assumed to not collude with each other. The machines were 2.4 GHz desktops running Red Hat Linux and were connected through a 1Gb/s link. Table 1 shows performance of the standard deviation program for different data sizes. The overall performance is dominated by the square root operation for small data sets and begins to exhibit linear dependency on the data set size for large sizes. We also ran a program with no optimizations except that square root computation was carried out on integers instead of floatingpoint numbers.
In our experiments, there was no significant improvement in the timings of the square root computation compared to its straightforward version with a single optimization. This is due to the Table 2 : Execution times of the chi-squared program in seconds.
fact that the experiments used a low precision value (and the benefits of the optimizations are more pronounced with a larger number of algorithm's iterations) and the fact that implementation of the division operation in PICCO is optimized for some special cases (such as division by a (known or private) power of 2) to result in much faster performance than the general case. The overall performance of the program, however, is substantially faster for the optimized version (which took more than 27 seconds for input of size 2 18 ) because of the use of parallelism. Table 2 shows performance of our optimized chi-squared program for different dimensions of the input matrix. The program uses parallelism and formula restructuring to reduce the number of floating-point operations as described in section 3.2. As a result, all run times are on the order of seconds or less. Our optimizations resulted in substantial improvements in the running time compared to the unoptimized version. The unoptimized run times range between 2.8 and 89.6 seconds for the same data sizes with improvement ranging between 86% (for small input sizes) to 94% (for large input sizes). The run time improvement was measured above 90% for all data sizes above 4 × 4. Because the improvement percentage increases along with the data size, the trend suggests that the reduction in run time will be even greater for larger data sizes if needed in practice. Because chi-squared tests are run on categorical data, the data sets used in practice are likely to be computationally feasible based on the timings of the data shown above. 
